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Smart Dublin is an initiative of the four 

Dublin Local Authorities

To engage with Technology providers, 

Researchers and Citizens to address urban 

challenges and improve quality of life.



Structure

Innovation: Smart Districts 

• More Target Actions

• Better Engagement

• Fast track impacts
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Work Todate

Helsinki Visit Berlin Visit MaaS Gap Analysis 
supported by

Proposed MaaS 
model supported by

2019 2020 2021 2022

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3-Q4 Q1 Q2 – Q3 Q2

Activities/
Outputs

Meeting with 
DCC and NTA 

Chief Executives

Awarded Project 
Funding 

(DEPR PSIF)
City Visits

Smart Dublin 
PoV Paper

MaaS Gap 
Analysis 

Workshop

Workshop
Report

Tender for 
Consultancy re 

MaaS for Ireland

Local & 
International 
Stakeholder 
Engagement

MaaS for 
Ireland Report 

(review)

MaaS Report 
Published

Key Outcomes

Many forms of 
MaaS

National Scope Case for Change
MaaS Report 
published on 

smartdublin.ie

App focused
Desire to make 

this happen

Proposed MaaS 
model for 

Ireland

DoT has  
published 
National 

Sustainable 
Mobility Policy 

Action Plan 
2022-2025

Public-Led

Establish a 
Transport 

Technology 
Forum

Key next steps

Action by DoT 
develop MaaS
Governance 
Framework 

2024

https://smartdublin.ie/rethinking-mobility-in-ireland-the-case-for-maas/
https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/848df-national-sustainable-mobility-policy/
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What do Stakeholders think about MaaS?
(Design Principles)

It should allow 

public authorities to 

define what is best 

for society and 

reflect those in a 

MaaS system

Be practical 

about pressures

on public 

authorities –

and keep their 

options open

Don’t limit 

transport 

options in 

‘wallet gardens’ 

of options

Respect the 

reality of 

consumer 

behaviour 

on app use

Encourage 

innovation 

in mobility

MaaS is sometimes 

referred to as a ‘netflix of 

mobility’ – which suggests 

that this is about setting 

choices in a

single app for consumers.

In our view, MaaS is more 

like a creating a social 

equivalent of Etsy, Ebay or 

Amazon for mobility: a 

publicly-managed

marketplace in which a 

range of organisations 

can participate.
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Components

 End Users: foundation: find ways to reflect needs

 Service Provision: allow scalability up or down in 
terms of service provision

 Data & Services hub: Data Strategy

 FAIR – Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable

 Flexible enough to accommodate future changes

 Infrastructure: physical environment where a lot 
is already happening. MaaS is a 
complementary service to achieve 
Environmental and Societal goals, not a 
replacement.

 Policy and Regulation: determine overall 
objectives



Score different Models agains Principles



Potential of MaaS for Ireland

Currentlly PRIVATE 

CARS appear to 

be the most 

convenient and 

cost-effective

70% of passenger 

journey miles in 

Dublin (Google)

 Reduce risks for Public Authorities

 Allow innovation and competition

 Focus on all users and their needs as the core

 Create a virtuous circle of transport planning

 Additional way to encourage modal shift and 

reduce journey times

 Ready to link with new developments (e.g. 
autonomous vehicles)



What if we Do-Nothing?

1. Private organisations 

will continue with 

aspects of integration 

and make choices for 

users on how they can 

access transport.

2. Public authorities will 

lose the opportunity to 

radically improve 

transport using new 

mechanisms.



MaaS Definition



THANK YOU

OPEN FOR QUESTIONS / DISCUSSION Veronica Mariti Sesoko

veronica.sesoko@dublincity.ie

More information: smartdublin.ie



36,000 Citizens 
Engaged

24 Cities 
Collaborated with

300+ Open Data 
Sets Published

200+ Companies 
Engaged

80+ Live Projects



• Not going back to congested 

streets

• 11 out of 239 European cities (2019)

• A reset of expectations and 

behaviour – rethinking commuting 

• Car traffic -30% | Bus -90% | Train -97% 

pre covid

• PT fare 20% reduction outside Dublin

• PT 90min single fare Dublin 

• Ambitious environmental goals

• Climate change targets (-51% by 2030)

• Air quality targets – decarbonised zones

• Climate Action Plan – PT and low emissions

Context Ireland

• Major developments in technology and society

• New forms of mobility provider (shared bikes, e-scooters…)

• Shift to EVs (1 million by 2030)

• New technologies (smartphones, 5G…)

• Policy push for sustainable mobility and  projects

• Policy and Infrastructure Projects for Sustainable 

Mobility

• DoT Sustainable Mobility Policy published on April/22

• Legislation to regulate e-scooters and e-bikes

• Public and Private operators actively exploring new opportunities

• Next Generation Ticketing, new Automatic Vehicle Location, 

BusConnects, MetroLink, Connecting Ireland, DART+, New Cycling 

and Walking infrfastructure, Mobility HUBs, EV Charging



Lessons Learnt with other places?

 It’s not just about an app: public authorities have a range of levers in MaaS systems.

 There’s no MaaS without mass transport: MaaS keeps public transport relevant.

 Different levels of integration are possible.

 There are opportunities across these levels of integration to shift users to active travel or low 

carbon modes.

 It’s all about data.

 But brokering data-sharing requires careful choices.

 MaaS is not a substitute for every type of transport provision and regulation.

 Innovation isn’t just about new types of mobility; it’s about building mobility into other sectors.

 People are ruthless at choosing the most user-friendly experience.

 MaaS is great politics.
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